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FCAC opens on October 24,
2001 1st Commissioner:
Bill Knight

Compliance framework
comes into effect

Host first-ever
International Forum
on Financial Consumer
Education and Production
First Commissioner’s
Decision to consider
plain-language
consumer provision
Website expands
with consumer alerts,
mortgage toolkit and
credit card guide

Co-host Canadians and
Their Money – first ever
national symposium on
ways to improve financial
capability, and publish
summary report
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Issue first report
card on credit
card costs
Publish Consumer’s Guide
to Basic Banking Services to
help Canadians understand
the costs of banking
First annual examination of
financial institutions

Complete two industry reviews
on credit card disclosures and
complaint-handling procedures

Compliance Framework updated

Commissioner’s Decision:
Full disclosure must be
made to all borrowers,
including co-borrowers

11 new consumer
publications on
topics from lines
of credit to RESPs

Fi nFia n ac inacli aCol nCos unm
n c yn coyf oCfa nC a ndaa da
s uemr eAge
r Age

Federal government
grants $3 million to FCAC
to spearhead Financial
Literacy imitative to help
Canadians make more
informed decisions

Develop industry
guidance for basic
banking services

Begin work to update
Compliance Framework
and shift to risk-based
supervisory approach
Co-host Canadian financial
literacy conference, Reaching
Higher, in Montréal and
publish follow-up report
summarizing themes
Create Clear Language and
Presentation Principles and Guidelines
to improve how FCAC and the
financial industry communicate
with Canadians

New Commissioner:
Ursula Menke

Flagship program, The
City: A Financial Life Skills
Resource, launched in
partnership with BC
Securities Commission
Begin to regulate
payment card
network operators

Receive Public Service
Award of Excellence for
developing The City

Commissioner imposes first maximum
administrative monetary penalty
New Research Division strengthens
capacity to study consumer issues
Design and pilot Financial
Basics program for young
adults in collaboration
with the Investor
Education Fund and
journalist Ellen Roseman

FCAC goes social
with presence
on Twitter
and YouTube
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Launch revamped
website with
fresh design and
new features

Create External Stakeholder
Advisory Committee for input
on consumer financial issues

Co-host 3rd global
financial literacy
conference in Toronto
10th anniversary! Thank you to
all our employees and partners
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FrauD
Budgeting
money managemand
ent

from
Protect YourselfFraud
Credit Card

Making a Budg
et and
Sticking to It

Do you cringe when
you hear the word
‘budget’? Sure, a budget
financial discipline
and peace of mind.
Once you get the hang involves a bit of work on your part,
future for yourself
but the payoff is
and your loved ones.
of it, budgeting is
easy and can mean
a better financial

What is credit
card fraud?

Tips to prevent
credit card fraud

credit card
your credit card,
What is
your
someone steals
and uses it without
happens when
ion Number (PIN),
Credit card fraud
, or to withdraw a budget?
Personal Identificat
online or by telephone
information, or
purchases in stores,
permission to make
machine (ABM).
automated bank
money from an
as your name, address,
information, such leave any personal
with stolen personal
(SIN). Don’t
Keep
Number
Most fraud starts
Social Insurance in your vehicle or at the office.
date of birth, and
around at home,
longer valid.
information lying shred it when it’s old or no
it
write
and
never
to guess, and
it out of reach,
place, a
that is difficult
choose a PIN
to keep, in a safe
You should also anyone else. It is also useful
to call in
it to
phone numbers
down or give
you, including
you carry with
list of the cards
n:
credit card informatio
case of theft.
you protect your
tips can also help
The following
In public places
cards with you.
so
number of credit
hand or body
your
with
• Carry a limited
the keypad
your
– looking over
your PIN, cover
“shoulder surfing”
• When entering
see your PIN by
that no one can
”
to prevent “skimming
shoulder.
Before you start
in sight at all times credit card through
keep your card
your
making
stripe. a budget
• When at a merchant, happens when a thief passes
from the magnetic
or “swiping”. Skimming records the information
and
a credit card device
a device that reads
a transaction or
about
and to your
something suspicious the merchant’s head office
• If you notice
it to
or ABM, report
at a merchant
credit card issuer.

A budget is a written
document or electronic
your personal
file that helps
finances.
you take control
achieve your financial It is an excellent money
of
management
goals. It is especially
tool that helps
important if:
you
• you find that
money is tight
• you don’t know
where your money
is going
• you have problems
paying off your
debt
• you don’t save
regularly
• you want to
find ways to make
your dollar stretch
further
A budget helps
you see more clearly
you spend and
save. It helps you how much money you receive,
and how much
set spending limits
It helps you find
ways to get rid
and live within
of your debts,
for things that
your means.
reduce costs and
are really important
have more money
to you.
You can see what
a budget looks
like by going to
Financial Consumer
the Budget Calculator
Worksheet provided Agency of Canada (FCAC) website
tool on the
in this tip sheet.
or going to the
Worksheet and
This document
Budget
understand how
will help you fill
to use it. More
out the Budget
to stick to your
importantly, it
budget.
will show you how
THINK ABOUT
YOUR GOALS
Before you start
making a budget,
goals. Do you
take some time
need to pay off
to think about
your debts? Do
begin building
you want to save your financial
your
to buy a home
or send your kids nest egg for retirement? Do
or
you want to go
to school?
back to school

Note: data for FCAC’s 2011–12 fiscal year,
as at March 31, 2012 unless noted otherwise.
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